
NetCash: A design for practical electronic currency on the InternetGennady Medvinsky B. Cli�ord NeumanInformation Sciences InstituteUniversity of Southern CaliforniaAbstractNetCash is a framework that supports realtime electronic pay-ments with provision of anonymity over an unsecure network.It is designed to enable new types of services on the Internetwhich have not been practical to date because of the absenceof a secure, scalable, potentially anonymous payment method.NetCash strikes a balance between unconditionally anony-mous electronic currency, and signed instruments analogousto checks that are more scalable but identify the principals ina transaction. It does this by providing the framework withinwhich proposed electronic currency protocols can be integratedwith the scalable, but non-anonymous, electronic banking in-frastructure that has been proposed for routine transactions.1 IntroductionAs the world becomes more connected, the number and va-riety of network resources and services requiring monetarypayments will grow rapidly. For example, access to onlinedocuments might require payment of royalties. Many o�ineservices that formerly relied on cash now use electronic pay-ment methods. More recently, protocols have been proposed[5] to support online payment for such services over opennetworks. While these protocols are suitable for the vastmajority of transactions, most do not protect the identitiesof the parties to a transaction.Concern for privacy dictates that it should be possible toprotect the identity of the parties to a transaction. This isimportant to prevent the accumulation of information aboutthe habits of individuals, e.g., the documents they read, orthe items they purchase. It is also important to protect par-ties that receive payment in certain situations, such as re-wards. Many protocols have been proposed for anonymoustransactions, among them those by Chaum [2]. These pro-tocols typically require a central bank that is involved in alltransactions.In this paper, we present a framework for electronic trans-actions that combines the bene�ts of anonymous transac-tions with the scalability of non-anonymous online paymentprotocols. The paper begins with a discussion of possiblerequirements for electronic payment systems, followed by adiscussion of related work. We then present a scalable frame-work for anonymous transactions, discuss the bene�ts of theframework, and describe how it can be applied to electroniccurrency protocols. The paper concludes with a discussionof the scope and limitations of the framework.cAssociation for Computing Machinery 1993. This paper will ap-pear in the Proceedings of the First ACM Conference on Computerand Communications Security, November 1993. Permission to copywithout fee all or part of this material is granted provided that thecopies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage,the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its dateappear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Asso-ciation for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish,requires a fee and/or speci�c permission.

2 Requirements for electronic currencyAmong the desirable properties for an electronic currencysystem are: security, anonymity, scalability, acceptability, of-ine operation, transferability, and hardware independence.Some of these requirements are also described in [6].Security: Forging paper currency is di�cult. Unfortu-nately, electronic currency is just data and is easily copied.Copying or double spending of currency should be preventedor detected. Ideally, the illegal creation, copying, and reuseof electronic cash should be unconditionally or computation-ally impossible. Some systems rely instead on post-fact de-tection and punishment of double spending [2].Anonymity: The identity of an individual using elec-tronic currency should be protected; it should not be possibleto monitor an individual's spending patterns, nor determineone's source of income. An individual is traceable in tradi-tional transaction systems such as checks and credit cards.Some protocols are unconditionally untraceable, where anindividual's spending can not be determined even if all par-ties collude [1, 2]. For some transactions, weaker forms ofanonymity may be appropriate, e.g. traceability can be madedi�cult enough that the cost of obtaining such informationoutweighs the bene�t.Scalability: A system is scalable if it can handle the ad-dition of users and resources without su�ering a noticeableloss of performance. The existence of a central server throughwhich transactions must be processed limits the scale of thesystem. The mechanisms used to detect double spendingalso a�ects scalability. Most proposed e-cash protocols as-sume that the currency server will record all coins that havebeen previously spent and check this list when verifying atransaction [2, 6, 7]. This database will grow over time, in-creasing the cost to detect double spending. Even if the lifeof a coin is bounded, there is no upper bound on the amountof storage required since the storage requirement depends onthe rate at which coins are used, rather than on the numberof coins in circulation.Acceptability: Most e-cash proposals use a single bank[2, 6, 7]. In practice, multiple banks are needed for scalabil-ity, and because not all users will be customers of a singlebank. In such an environment, it is important that currencyminted by one bank be accepted by others. Without such ac-ceptability, electronic currency could only be used betweenparties that share a common bank. When currency mintedby one bank is accepted by others, reconciliation betweenbanks should occur automatically. To our knowledge, Net-Cash is the �rst system that satis�es this requirement.O�-line operation: The ability for two parties to makea safe transaction without instantaneously contacting the au-thority that issued the currency is desirable.Transferability: The ability of the recipient of elec-tronic currency to spend the currency with a third partywithout �rst contacting the currency server is desirable. Suchtransferability can improve anonymity, but it complicates themechanism that assures security.



Hardware independence: To prevent double spend-ing during o�ine operation, some e-cash protocols rely ontamper-proof hardware [4]. A drawback to this approachis that new technology might allow the compromise of suchhardware, leaving users vulnerable to double spending.3 Related workThere have been numerous recent proposals for protocolsto support unconditionally untraceable, electronic currency[6, 7]. Many of these proposals are variants of and improve-ments upon proposals by Chaum [2, 3]. Although these pro-tocols address many of the the requirements from section 2,unconditional anonymity is achieved at the expense of scal-ability, and acceptability is unaddressed.NetCash provides scalability and acceptability with weakeranonymity and only a limited form of o�ine-operation. Webelieve that for many transactions this is su�cient. Whereunconditional anonymity or completely o�ine operation isrequired, our framework can be extended to integrate ex-changes from other protocols.Protocols have been proposed that support scalable dis-tributed accounting without anonymity [5]. These proto-cols provide an accounting infrastructure within which fundscan be transferred between clients and servers. Becausethese protocols do not provide anonymity, they are not bythemselves su�cient for our purposes in this paper. Theywill, however, be used to reconcile balances across currencyservers, and to allow users to withdraw and deposit moneyinto existing accounts.4 FrameworkNetCash is designed to support realtime electronic paymentswith varying transaction anonymity characteristics to geo-graphically dispersed clients in multiple administrative do-mains. The primary contribution of NetCash is as a frame-work for integrating anonymous electronic currency into theglobal banking and accounting infrastructure. Section 5 de-�nes a practical electronic currency protocol that providesweaker anonymity than the unconditional anonymity pro-vided by Chaum [2]. The framework is useful even whereunconditional anonymity is required since the protocols im-plementing Chaum's currency can replace the basic buildingblocks of the protocol described in section 5, while leavingthe basic framework intact.The NetCash infrastructure is based on independentlymanaged, distributed currency servers that provide a point ofexchange between anonymous electronic currency and non-anonymous instruments such as electronic checks. In theframework, checks based on the global accounting infrastruc-ture [5] tie together currency servers in di�erent adminis-trative domains, into a �nancial federation where currencyminted by di�erent servers is accepted.An organization wishing to set up and manage a cur-rency server obtains insurance for the new currency from anagency similar to federal deposit and insurance corporation;the currency is backed by account balances registered to thecurrency server in the non-anonymous accounting infrastruc-ture. We will refer to the insuring agency as the federal in-surance corporation (FIC). To add a new currency server, anauthentication service is used to establish a secure connectionbetween the currency server and FIC. The currency servercreates a public key pair and sends the public key to FIC overthe secure channel (the corresponding private key is used forsigning coins). In return FIC issues a certi�cate of insurancefor producing and managing the currency. Figure 1 shows acerti�cate of insurance. It includes a unique ID to identify a

fCertif id, CS name, KCS, issue date, exp dategK�1FICFigure 1: A certi�cate for minting currencyfCS name, s addr, exp date, serial num, coin valgK�1CS ,Certif idFigure 2: Electronic coinparticular currency server named in the certi�cate, the pub-lic key of the currency server along with the date of issueand an expiration date of the certi�cate. All the informationis sealed with the private key of FIC. Based on this certi�-cate di�erent currency servers and �nancial institutions willaccept the currency of a given server as legal tender. Theconsequences of a compromise of K�1FIC are severe.It is up to the client to select a currency server. A rea-sonable choice could be based on geographical proximityand the amount of trust the client places in the currencyserver. A currency server provides the following servicesto its clients: coin veri�cation (detection of double spend-ing), coin exchange for untraceability, purchasing coins withchecks, cashing in coins for checks. The latter two servicesas well as veri�cation of coins minted by other servers relieson the accounting infrastructure described in [5] and is notfurther described in this paper. Below, we describe the basicfunction provided by the currency server to facilitate coinveri�cation and potentially anonymous coin exchanges.4.1 Functionality and structure of NetCash componentsA coin in our protocol (see �gure 2) includes among otherinformation a serial number signed with the currency serversprivate key. This information uniquely identi�es the coin tothe currency server that issued it. The currency server keepsa list of serial numbers for all outstanding coins1 . When aparticipant in a monetary transaction sends a coin for veri-�cation, the currency server checks the coin's serial numberagainst the outstanding list. If the serial number is found,the coin is valid (has not been spent before). The serial num-ber is deleted from the list, and a new coin with a di�erentserial number is issued to the client and the new serial num-ber added to the list. If a coin is tendered for which theserial number is not found, an attempt at double spendinghas been detected and the exchange is refused.A currency server is implemented as a collection of serversconnected on a network. This set of servers has a collectivename valid on the Internet. Initially, each server is allowed tocreate a number of coins based on a policy set by the agencyinsuring the currency. Each server will manage coins with arange of values.The structure of an electronic coin is shown in �gure 2.The monetary value of the coin is speci�ed in the coin val�eld. An internet address is part of the coin, allowing thecoin to be sent directly to the server keeping track of it. Ifthe currency server is not reachable at the address in a coin,the name of the currency server (CS name) is used to �ndthe address by querying a directory server. Time stamps inthe coins limit the state that must be maintained by eachcurrency server.All information in a coin is sealed with the private keyK�1CS of the currency server. A client wanting to decrypt thecoin can use the Certif id, which provides a mapping to anappropriate certi�cate, thus obtaining the public key KCS.The validity of the coin is proven upon successful decryption1Depending on the characteristics of currency used, this list mightbe represented as a bit vector or as a list of serial numbers.



of the coin, but the fact that it has not been double spent isnot assured until the coin is exchanged for a new coin directlywith the currency server.5 NetCash exchange protocolsIn this section, we de�ne protocols for monetary exchangeswith provision of anonymity. We will concentrate on proto-cols providing practical anonymity. In our protocol descrip-tion, we make the assumption that clients use di�erent cur-rency servers, each of which mints its own currency backedby account balances in the non-anonymous accounting infras-tructure, but registered in the name of the currency serveritself, not its clients. For the sake of clarity in our proto-cols, we refer to such non-anonymous transactions using thisaccounting infrastructure as the transfer of a check. The me-chanics of the non-anonymous transfers will not be discussedhere but can instead be found in [5].5.1 NotationThe participants in our protocols are: clients, merchants,and currency servers. The �rst two are represented as A andB, the currency servers are denoted as CS. Banks are simplymerchants in our protocol and are also represented by A andB. X stands for any participant.The term `transaction' is used here to mean a monetarytransaction between participants. A payment happens in onedirection from A to B. Encryption is represented by curlybraces fg. A public key is represented as the letter K with asubscript naming the owner of the key. A subscript endingwith letter N indicates a newly generated key not advertisedanywhere in association with the principal's identity. A pri-vate key is the inverse of the public key and is representedas K�1key. Keys for a symmetric encryption system are repre-sented by the letters SK with a subscript.5.2 Basic building blocksIn this section, we describe basic exchanges that serve asbuilding blocks for later protocols. As discussed in section 4,currency servers issue coins that may be used by their clientswhile preserving their anonymity. Currency servers providethe point of entry to the accounting infrastructure, acceptingcoins from other currency servers as well as other �nancialinstruments (checks for example).Anonymity of a client is preserved in a pure currency ex-change with the CS for several reasons: the CS exchangescoins with a client by providing new coins having di�erentserial numbers and does not keep records pairing the coinsaccepted with those issued. The exchange occurs anony-mously; the CS does not know who is trading in the coins.It might be the client itself, or an anonymous merchant thatjust accepted the coins and needs to exchange them to besure that they are not double spent. Finally, the client se-lects the CS to be used and is likely to choose one it trusts.5.2.1 Exchange with the currency serverThe basic exchange shown in �gure 3, provides the follow-ing services: coin veri�cation (detection of double spend-ing), coin exchange for untraceability, purchasing coins withchecks, and cashing in coins for checks. Only the latter twooperations expose the identity of X. Initially, X is assumedto know the currency server's public key KCS, cached fromprevious transactions or obtained directly from CS embed-ded in a certi�cate (see �gure 1). In step 1, X sends a checkor a coin (collectively referred to as an instrument), SKX anewly chosen secret key and an indication of the transactionto be performed (e.g., whether it wants new coins or a check,

1. finstrument, SKX , transactiongKCS2. finstrumentgSKXFigure 3: Exchange with the currency server1a. KAN1b. f KBN gKAN1c. fcoins, SKAN1, Kses, S id gKBN , fCertif id, KCS,issue date, expiration dategK�1FIC2. ffamount, T id, date gK�1BN gSKAN1Figure 4: Simple payment, optional steps: 1a & 1b.and if a check, the name of the party to which it should bepayable), all sealed with the currency server's public key.If the instrument provided is a coin issued by the currencyserver itself, the coin is checked for double spending by ver-ifying whether the record associated with the coin exists. Ifthe instrument is a coin issued by another currency server,the local currency server contacts the remote currency serverto convert the coin, accepting in return a check payable tothe local currency server, which is then cleared through theglobal accounting infrastructure. If the instrument is a check,the local currency server clears it, depositing the proceeds inits own account.In the second step, the server returns the desired instru-ment, either newly issued coins, or a check made payableto the individual named in the transaction. Encryption withSKX , proves the identity of the CS and prevents the contentsof the message from exposure to an attacker.5.2.2 Simple payor-payee exchangeFigure 4 shows a simple payment protocol where A re-mains anonymous. B has the option to remain anonymouswith additional provisions described below. Upon comple-tion of the protocol, B is not protected against double spend-ing and A is not guaranteed a valid receipt.Initially A is assumed to posses B's address. Messages 1aand 1b are used to obtain B's public key, either one that iden-ti�es B, or one generated on the y if B is to remain anony-mous. If A already knows B's public key these messagesmay be dropped. In step 1c, A sends the coins2 , the identi-�er of the desired service S id along with two keys SKAN1and Kses. B uses KCS to verify that a certi�ed currencyserver minted the coins. In order to pair the coins with aconnection, B retains the session key Kses; at the time theservice is to be provided, B veri�es that A knows the ses-sion key. In the last step, B returns a receipt signed with itsprivate key and encrypted with SKAN1, thus preventing thecontents of the message from exposure to an attacker. Thereceipt includes amount paid, date and a unique identi�erT id that will be used along with the session key to obtainthe service.Note if steps 1a and 1b are used to obtain an anonymouspublic key, the protocol can withstand passive attacks in the2The insurance certi�cate for the coins can be obtained in one ofthe following ways: directly from the currency server, sent with thecoins as shown in �gure 4, or retrieved from a directory service.



1. fcoins, SKAN1, Kses, S id gKB2. fcoins, SKBN , transactiongKCS3. fnew coinsgSKBN4. ffamount, T id, date gK�1B gSKAN1Figure 5: Prevention of double spending.sense that the privacy of the transaction is maintained, but isvulnerable to an active attack where an anonymous attackerimpersonates the anonymous service provider.5.3 Combining the building blocksBelow, we de�ne protocols preserving the payee's and payor'sanonymity using combinations of building blocks to provideguarantees against double spending, no receipt, or invalidreceipt. To avoid redundancy, we omit the detailed descrip-tion of steps within a given block; refer to section 5.2 for thisinformation.5.3.1 Exchange with protection from double spendingWe combine the two protocol modules in �gures 3 and 4as shown in �gure 5 to protect B from double spending byan anonymous payor A. A is assumed to know B's publickey, but the anonymity of B can be protected by addingmessage 1a and 1b from �gure 4. After receiving coins fromA, B veri�es the coins with the currency server. If the coinshaven't been spent already, then B issues a receipt to A.The shortcoming of this protocol is that it only providesprotection from fraud by the payor. B could simply spendA's coin without providing a valid receipt. The protocolpresented in the next section solves this problem.5.3.2 Exchange with both parties protected from fraudWe would like to extend the model presented in section 5.3.1to eliminate B's ability to cheat. The protocol presented inthis section preserves A's anonymity, protects B from doublespending, and guarantees A a valid receipt or its money back.To make such guarantees possible we extend the de�nition ofa coin. A coin can be customized for a given principal, i.e.,it can only be used by that principal for a certain windowof time. Thus, the payor A can use the currency server toobtain a coin triplet <CB,CA,CX>. Each coin in the triplethas the same serial number and coin value.During the �rst window, CB is the only coin that canbe used with the currency server. In the next window, onlyCA can be used, and in the last window the CX coin is usedexclusively. This can be implemented by embedding windowboundaries (time stamps) into each coin in the triplet.The �rst two coins, intended for B and A respectivelyhave keys embedded in them. If either party wants to useits coin in a transaction with CS1, it must prove knowledgeof the embedded key. For example B's public key KB isencrypted in CB , during the transaction with CS1 it mustprove knowledge of K�1B . The third coin CX , does not havea key encrypted in it and can be used by anyone. Additionalinformation embedded in CA is B's public key, this is done toreduce the amount of state information needed to be main-tained by the server in order to issue A a receipt. Also, anadditional bit needs to be associated with a coin serial num-ber in the CS1's database to keep track of whether A or Bspent the coin.In the transaction with B, A will keep coins CX and CAand pass CB to B. If B does not give a receipt to A, A

1. f coins, SKAN1, KB, dateB, dateA, amountgKCS12. f< CB ,CA,CX>, <,,CX>gSKAN13. f CB , SKAN2, Kses, S id gKB4. ffamount, T id, date gK�1B gSKAN2Figure 6: Protection from fraud.can query the currency server and check whether B spentthe coin. If B spent the coin, the currency server will issueA a receipt specifying the coin value and B's public key.Otherwise, A can obtain a refund during the window in whichCA is valid. B should keep track of CB until it expires in caseA attempts to double spend CB with B. CX is provided foradditional exibility in monetary transactions when A doesnot ultimately spend the coin with B. Figure 6 shows thesteps of the enhanced protocol. In step 1, A sends coins toits currency server to obtain a coin triplet3 (dateA and dateBdenote expiration dates for A's and B's window of operation).The currency server creates a coin triplet and embeds theinformation in the coins as described above. CS1 returns thetriplet, along with possible change <,,CX> if the amountspeci�ed was less than the total value of the coins sent instep 1. In step 3, A passes CB to B. B must convert the coinwhile it's valid, during the �rst interval. In the next step Breturns a valid receipt to A. In case it doesn't, during thesecond time interval, A sends CA to CS1. CS1 then checkswhether the coin was spent in the �rst window of time. If itwas, CS1 returns a receipt specifying B's key and the valueof the coin all signed with CS1's private key. In case the coinwas not spent, CS1 will issue a new coin to A.It should be noted even though B is a client of CS2, itcan still accept coins minted by other authorities because ofthe accounting infrastructure on which NetCash is based.The anonymity of the payee can be achieved by combiningsteps 1a and 1b of �gure 4 with the protocol presented in thissection. In the resulting protocol, the reciept provided to thepayor is not very useful since the payee is anonymous. Thedetails of the protocol are left as an exercise to the reader.5.4 O�-line protocolsIn an o�ine transaction, it is desirable to prevent doublespending while preserving the anonymity of the participatingparties. Transactions conducted in the o�ine mode whereneither party contacts the currency server during the ex-change can be supported in NetCash by several means.The protocol shown in �gure 6 can be used as follows: IfA knows ahead of time that it is going to conduct businesswith B, steps 1 & 2 can be done in advance. At a later time,A & B go through an exchange, using steps 3 & 4, whereupon completion, double spending is prevented and payor'sanonymity is maintained. A drawback of this protocol is thepayor has to know in advance with which particular party atransaction will be performed.Another approach to o�ine transactions is to use the pro-tocol shown in �gure 4 in conjunction with tamper-proofelectronic wallets. Double spending is prevented by proper-ties of the hardware. The problems with this approach wasdescribed in section 2.Currently, we are looking into incorporating Chaum'spost-fact punishment scheme[2] into NetCash. Double spend-3In case di�erent coin denominations are desired, A could spec-ify several amounts, and obtain a number of triplets each having aparticular value.



ing makes it statistically possible to determine the identity ofa dishonest client. The drawback with this approach is thatpost-fact punishment may be unacceptable to �nancial insti-tutions due to the complications in tracking and punishingpotential violators.6 DiscussionNetCash combines the bene�ts of anonymous transactionswith the scalability of non-anonymous online payment pro-tocols. It is secure, scalable, valid across administrative do-mains, and provides some assurance of anonymity for theparties to a transaction. In this section, we discuss the ben-e�ts and drawbacks of NetCash, revisiting some of the re-quirements from section 2.Where it is possible for at least one party to interact witha currency server at some point during a transaction, Net-Cash is secure. Double spending is either detected at thetime the recipient veri�es or exchanges coins with the cur-rency server, or the coins can only be spent by the recipientduring an initial time window, allowing the recipient to cashthem in before they can be double spent.Because independent currency servers exist NetCash ismore scalable than other e-cash proposals. When coins areexchanged with remote currency servers, the balances of thecurrency servers (the backing of the currency) are adjustedthrough the scalable, but non-anonymous, accounting infras-tructure proposed in [5]. The anonymity of the client is notjeopardized because only the currency servers themselves areidenti�ed in the non-anonymous transaction.The anonymity provided by NetCash is weaker than theunconditional anonymity provided by Chaum. In particular,at the point that a client purchases coins from a currencyserver by check, or cashes in coins, it is possible for the cur-rency server to record which coins have been issued to a par-ticular client. It is expected that currency servers will notdo so, and it is likely that the agreement with clients willspeci�cally preclude it. Additionally, the client can chooseits own currency server, and will choose one that it feels itcan trust.Once coins have been purchased, they can continue to cir-culate without identifying the intermediaries. Although thecurrency server is involved each time a coin changes hands,and could conceivably track which coins are exchanged forothers though prohibited from doing so, it will not know theidentity of the intermediaries until one of the parties choosesto identify itself when converting in coins. The longer thechain of intermediaries, the less information that is availableabout who made purchases where.Although coins may be transferred in our scheme withoutinteraction with the currency server, when coins are used inthis manner, no assurances exist that a coin has not beendouble spent. Thus, among a group of individuals that trustone another (or each others tamper-proof hardware), cointransfer is possible. Parties to a transaction would need toeventually verify and exchange their coins to limit their vul-nerability to double spending.Our approach supports partially o�ine operation, wherethe parties are o�ine during the �nal exchange; secure op-erations do require that at least one party interact with acurrency server at some point during a transaction.Where unconditional anonymity or completely o�ine op-eration is required, our framework can be extended to sup-port exchanges from Chaum's protocol or from other elec-tronic currency mechanisms. Such exchanges could be ap-plied to only those transactions that require them, while
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